Cumberland Island Supply List

Some of these items are not necessarily items that each individual needs to bring. We will have a couple of carts to transport our gear to the campsite which is about a half mile from the dock. Please try to get all individual items in one duffel or backpack.

- Journal and pen
- Tent
- Hammock (if sleeping in a hammock then also bring bug net and rain fly)
- Sleeping bag
- Sleeping pad
- Pillow (small)
- Sleeping clothes that will always be dry
- Towel
- Clothes that can get wet and dirty
- Extra shoes (one pair should always be dry)
- Food for 3 breakfasts
- Cup or mug for hot cocoa or coffee
- Water bottle
- Water flavoring (optional)
- Eating utensils
- Bowl or plate
- Flashlight or headlamp
- Bug spray (optional: bugs are not usually bad this time of year)
- Sunscreen (optional)
- Bathroom toiletries
- Layers (I have been on the island in February when it was sunny and 80 all week, and other times when it was rainy and 50)
- Rain jacket
- Hat
- Beanie
- Gloves (optional)
- Snack foods
- Fishing rod and tackle (optional)
- Camera
- Medicines
- There could be an option for renting bikes for those interested

https://www.nps.gov/cuis/planyourvisit/camping.htm

* You must have a current Georgia fishing license if you are over 16 years old.
* Students can bring a pocketknife, but please do NOT bring hatchets, machetes, or large knives.